History Detective
Well, they say that it never rains but
it pours. They also say that things
happen in threes. I’ve definitely had my
experience of both in the past month.
A hat-trick of bads: two cars damaged
in a hail storm (one our daughter’s)
and, a week later, our son’s car (which
we were about to buy) was written off
when a tree branch fell on it in another
rain-storm.
A hat-trick of goods: three contracts
out to three different people/groups
for three of my previous books, two for feature films and one for a
game app. And I can now announce:
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My book Captain Thunderbolt and his Lady
has been optioned for a feature film!
And next week sees the publication of my sixth book:

The Fabulous Flying Mrs Miller:

An Australian’s true story of
adventure, danger, romance and murder.
The cover and blurb are on page two. The book is available in
bookshops and in some department stores. Alternatively you can
purchase it through my website. I will include a link in the covering
email.

Radio interviews

To date, I have four radio interviews. Two are being pre-recorded at the
ABC studios next Monday 27 March, one for Phil Clarke’s Nightlife and
the other for Radio National’s Late Night Live with Philip Adams. They are
probably airing on the official day of publication: 29 March. Also:
29 March: 2UE at 9.30am.
6 April: ABC Local Radio Adelaide at 10.30.

Hofstadter’s Law:
It always takes
longer than you
expect, even when
you take into
account Hofstadter’s
Law.

Also on 9 May I am “In conversation” with one-time radio host Susie Elelman on a lunch-time Rhythm Cruise/Mother’s Day Cruise for over 50s. If
you are planning to join the cruise, come up and say hullo.
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The Fabulous Flying Mrs Miller
“Mrs Keith Miller, internationally known aviatrix,
was taken to the county jail here today and held for
investigation by State Attorney’s investigators. Jail
attendants said they understood she was held in
connection with the shooting of an airline pilot.”
Petite, glamorous and beguiling, Jessie ‘Chubbie’
Miller was one remarkable woman ... flyer, thrill seeker,
heartbreaker. No adventure was too wild for her, no
danger too extreme. And all over the world, men adored
her.
When the young Jessie left suburban Melbourne and
her newspaperman husband in 1927, little did she know
that she’d become the first woman to complete an
England to Australia flight (with a black silk gown thrown
into her small flight bag, just in case), or fly in the first air
race for women with Amelia Earhart, or that she would
disappear over the Florida Straits feared lost forever
only to charm her way to a rescue. Nor could she have
predicted that five years later she’d find herself at the
centre of one of the most notorious and controversial
murder trials in United States history. And this all began with something as ridiculously mundane
as a pat of butter.
The Fabulous Flying Mrs Miller is a spellbinding story of an extraordinary woman – an international
celebrity during the golden age of aviation – and her passionate and spirited life.

Author talks (all in Sydney):
5 April: Sydney Mechanics School of Arts (280 Pitt Street, Sydney), 12.30pm.
6 April: Willoughby Library, Chatswood, 12.30pm.
26 April: Ryde Library, 6.30pm.
3 May: Northern Beaches Library (Forestville), 7pm.
8 May: Cumberland Library (Merrylands), 6.30pm.
9 May: Mother’s Day cruise with Susie Elelmen.
9 May: Hornsby Library, 6.30pm.
16 May: Concord Library, 7pm.
Additionally, I am giving three seminars to graduate students in Creative Writing at Sydney University in
May. Previous lecturers include David Marr so it is an honour to be invited. My first lecture is on the skills
of evidence analysis (as many of you know, it is a passion of mine because there is so much rubbish out
there!).
Meanwhile, apologies if there are typos in this newsletter. This has been a rushed job! One of the author
talk dates just changed as I was about to press “send”.
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History Hints: Surname grouping algorithms
The Society of Australian Genealogists are
implementing a policy of ridding its collection of
books and other sources that can be accessed
elsewhere [checki]. The argument is that if the
source can be accessed online and SAG provides
access to the online source, what need is there to
retain the original volume?
There are many arguments against this policy. One
of them is ‘surname grouping algorithms’.
I doubt if most genealogists have even heard of
the term and, if they have, I doubt if most have any
real comprehension of how they work or the effects
they can have on a researcher’s efforts to find an
ancestor. To provide and analogy, it‘s like building
roads and cars and allowing people to drive on the
roads but failing to teach them how to read maps.
Sure we can use a GPS (Global Positioning System)
but we all have tales of failures on that front.
Since I am back working at the Biographical
Database of Australia and I am spending many hours
attempting to link individuals who appear in muster/
census returns and in church registers and so on with

individuals who were born in the colony or arrived as
convicts or free people, I have had much first-hand
experience dealing with the problems of surname
grouping algorithms. I explain the problems in detail
in Help! Why can’t I find my ancestor’s surname?
Here I will provide a case study using images of
search results.
Table 1 below is my linking screen for people either living at some stage of their life in the Campbelltown district of New South Wales (south-west of
Sydney) or having a ceremony performed in the district. There are three fields of linking number possibilities on the left then fields for the given name and
surname of the individual followed by fields of information about the person extracted from the record
of relevance. So, for example, the information in the
first two entries was extracted from the NSW 1828
Census (M28), in the third from the Aldine Centennial History prepared in the late 1800s (AldN), in the
fourth from a marriage entry found in a church register (Mar), and in the last four from the NSW 1825
Muster (M25).

The fifth entry is for a man called Thomas Ogler.
He was a convict who had arrived on the transport
Guildford in 1822 and was a government servant
working in Appin at the time of the 1825 Muster.

Below is Thomas Ogler’s full entry, which is published in BDA-Online (except for the source listed on
the right which I cut out so the entry was readable):
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Not only does Thomas Ogler’s Biographical Report contain the full version of the index entry listed in the
Campbelltown linking table, it is the only entry in Thomas Ogler’s Biographical Report. Clearly, even though
Thomas Ogler’s ship of arrival is listed, his entry in the 1825 Muster has not been linked with his entry in the
convict arrival records (the so-called ‘convict indents’). This means one of three things. Either:
1. His surname in the muster differed to his surname in the convict indent;
2. His given name in the muster differed to his given name in the convict indent; or
3. His ship of arrival was listed wrongly in the muster.
Or perhaps these three pieces of information were recorded ‘correctly’ but his entry was accidentally
missed in the linking process. To rule out that possibility, we need to look in the convict indents and see if
his entry is there. To facilitate the search, I sorted the convict indents by ship of arrival then by given name
then by surname so all the convicts with the given name Thomas who arrived on the Guildford were listed
together, as shown below.
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As you can see there are no entries for a man named Thomas Ogler (or anything similar) in the convict
indents for all of the voyages of the Guildford for the period before 1825. This explains why his entry in the
1825 Muster has not been linked with his convict arrival record. It also suggests that his surname was listed
‘incorrectly’ - or at least unidentifiably - in the 1825 Muster. How else could his surname have been listed in
the convict indents.
From my knowledge of surnames, I immediately went to the ‘H’ section of the convict indents. I first
looked at ‘H’ because surnames starting with ‘H’ and surnames starting with all the vowel sounds have a
similar articulation so it is essential that researchers look for variations ‘commenciing with an ‘H’ if they
are researching an ancestor with a surname commencing with a vowel and vice-versa. A comprehensive
explanation (along with weird spelling variants that researchers would never think to look for) is provided in
Help! Why can’t I find my ancestor’s surname?
Here’s what I found:

Can you see the obvious entry? Look at Thomas Hogley, who arrived on the Guildford in 1822. His full
Biographical Report from BDA-Online is shown on the next page.
As you can see from Hogley’s report, his surname was variously listed as Hogley, Heglar and Hoglar.
He was also in the right place - Appin - in 1825. We have the right man.
But would we find Thomas Oglar if we were looking for Thomas Hogley using the surname grouping
algorithms used by online genealogical databases like Ancestry.com, FindMyPast and others?
BDA-Online uses the Soundex surname grouping algorithm (Soundex is discussed in detail in Help!
Why can’t I find my ancestor’s surname?). Here are the variants found by the search engine when it
was asked to list spelling options for men named Thomas with a surname similar to Hogley:
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Note that Soundex lists Haskell and Heazle and Housley and Huxley and many other completely different
surnames (for reasons explained in Help!) but none of the three spelling variants of Thomas Hogley’s
surname identified by BDA staff (Heglar, Hoglar and Ogler) are included.
So why doesn’t a Soundex search for Hogley identify Heglar and Hoglar?
Because, like most of the surname grouping algorithms, Soundex was designed by Americans and
Americans articulate the ‘r’. To explain the problem by way of an example, in Australia, England and most
other English speaking countries, my surname Baxter is articulated Baxt-uh (actually the sound at the end is
an unaccented vowel sounded labelled by linguists as schwa). However, Americans pronounce it Baxt-errr.
So Soundex provides a code for the letter ‘r’ in a word-medial and word-final situation whereas a more
sophisticated surname grouping algorithm (Soundex is simplistic) that was written by an English software
engineer would ignore the r’ in a word-final situation. This means that Soundex codes Hogley and Hoglar
differently. The variations for Thomas Hoglar found by Soundex in BDA-Online comprise only Hoglar and
Heglar.
Note also that none of these variants include Oglar. Why? Because Soundex and most other surname
grouping algorithms start their codes with the first letter of the requested surname. This is a critical flaw
because surnames commencing with ‘H’ are regularly interchanged with those commencing with a vowel
and vice-versa. Also surnames commencing with ‘Kn’ and ‘N’ are often interchangeable (Knowland versus
Nowland) and surnames commencing with ‘Wr’ are often interchangeable with ‘R’ (Wrensford and Rensford)
and so on.
What comes up when we search for Thomas Ogler in the Soundex algorithm? Only Thomas Ogler. Thus a
user without much knowledge of surnames or of surname grouping algorithms who attempts to look for the
Thomas Hogley listed on the Guildford’s convict indent might search for Hogley, Hoggley, Hogglee, etc, but
will not pick up Hoglar or Ogler. And a similarly unknowledgeable researcher who is attempting to identify
the unlinked Thomas Ogler from the 1825 Muster will not turn up Thomas Hogley or Thomas Hoglar.
Yet if someone actually looks for Thomas Hogley at the page in the original source, they are likely to notice
Thomas Hoglar or Hogler because the entry will appear in the near vicinity to an entry for Thomas Hogley.
When people used only physical sources, they had to think laterally in order to find their ancestors’ entries.
The use of computers is having a dumbing-down effect. Researchers think that the computer program knows
what they know. It is critical that they understand that it doesn’t. The computer can only follow the map
provided by the programmers and they were designing these surname grouping algorithms for business
purposes not to help genealogists find illiterate ancestors whose surnames were spelt however the clerks
thought they might have been spelt.
Just as an aside, It’s possible that no one else in the entire world is interested in Thomas Hogley/Ogler
because he had no descendants and didn’t make any useful contribution to colonial society. Nonetheless,
the aim of the BDA project is to attempt to generate detailed Biographical Reports for everyone in colonial
society by linking together references to the same individual, irrespective of their importance.
So if, for example, a researcher was interested in the early Appin district and was attempting to determine
who was there and why they were, or if a researcher was tracing Hogley/Ogler’s employer and wanted
to know about his employees, information about these individuals can be readily accessed via BDAOnline. Moreover, the process of identifying unlinked entries means that the Biographical Reports contain
information that the ordinary researcher would struggle to locate.
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About the author
Carol Baxter is the awardwinning author of six works of
narrative non-fiction (otherwise
referred to as ‘true-crime
thrillers’), of which five were
published by Allen & Unwin: An
Irresistible Temptation (2006),
Breaking the Bank (2008),
Captain Thunderbolt and his
Lady (2011), Black Widow
(2015) and The Fabulous Flying
Mrs Miller (2017). Carol’s
fourth book, The Peculiar Case
of the Electric Constable, was
published by Britain’s Oneworld
in 2013, receiving critical
acclaim from the mainstream
media in Britain, America,
Canada and Australia.
Carol has also written four
genealogical ‘how to’ books.
Two deal with family history
writing: Writing INTERESTING
Family Histories (updated 2016)
and Writing and Publishing
Gripping Family Histories
(2016). One covers evidenceanalysis: Help! Historical and
Genealogical Truth: How do I
separate fact from fiction? The
other deals with the sounds
and letters of surnames and
shows genealogists how to find
surnames that are recorded
“wrongly”: Help! Why can’t I
find my ancestor’s surname?
Carol is an adjunct lecturer at
the University of New England
(NSW), a Fellow of the Society
of Australian Genealogists,
and teaches researching and
writing skills at genealogical
conferences on land and on
international cruise ships.

History Detective Shop
Item

RRP

Web

Help! Historical & Genealogical Truth
Help! Historical Truth “Cheat Sheet”
Two-item package

$22.00
$7.50
$29.50

$20.00
$6.00
$24.00

Help! How do I find my ancestor’s surname?
Help! Surnames “Cheat sheet”
Two-item package

$27.50
$7.50
$35.00

$25.50
$6.00
$29.90

Writing Interesting Family Histories
$22.00
Writing and Publishing Gripping Family Histories $22.00

$20.00
$20.00

Genealogical ‘how to’ publications

Unlock the Past Publications
Guide to Convict Transportation Lists: Both
- Part 1: 1788-1800
- Part 2: 1801-1812

$26.00
$14.00
$12.00

$22.00
$13.00
$11.00

$33.00
$30.00
$30.00
$33.00
$35.00
$27.00

$29.50
$27.00
$27.00
$30.00
$32.00
$25.00

Historical ‘true crime’ thrillers
The Fabulous Flying Mrs Miller
Black Widow
The Peculiar Case of the Electric Constable
Captain Thunderbolt and his Lady
Breaking the Bank
An Irresistible Temptation
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Farewell for now
The History Detective bids you good
researching, writing, and reading.

© Carol Baxter 2017
www.carolbaxter.com
c_baxter@optusnet.com.au
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